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ABSTRACT

Indonesian domestic workers have been an interesting issue for several years. The existence of the workers, in one side, has played significant roles in generating income, reducing poverty, and generating economic development of the sending country. But in another side, they have also created complicated problems. The problems have frequently involved multiple stakeholders including governmental, non-governmental institution, and private sectors. Therefore, this study focuses on explaining Government participation in managing Indonesian domestic workers in China. China was chosen due to the number of the domestic workers. In order to explain the phenomenon, the researchers used qualitative research method. Consequently, the primary data was collected from interview. In addition, documentary analysis was also used in order to support the data. The study showed that there are at least some Government involved in managing Indonesian domestic workers such as National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Workers, Private Agencies in sending and receiving country, Ministry of Labor, and Ministry of Foreign Affairs. There are three processes of worker placement namely pre-placement, while-placement, and post placement. The private agencies participated practically in almost all of the process including recruitment, providing education and training, and placement the workers. While, other Government participate in providing administrative process such as providing agreement, documents needed, legalizing private agencies, and collecting the data of the labors. However, administrative process was not run properly. It was because the workers and private sectors have to report their conducting activities. This condition gave impact to the lack of control to the activities. This was also exacerbated by the lack of participation from the workers. They don’t have any information about the job and power to get protection. It was because of the existence of the law and lack of education. Therefore, knowledge about job, law, and involved Government was needed to increase participation and protection of the worker.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

1.1 Background

This study basically is an integral part of the research activities series that aims to review the application of good governance principle in Indonesian domestic workers management during the placement in the destination country. Especially, it is related to the application of the Government participation principle in the Indonesian domestic workers management during the process or placement stages pre-placement, while-placement and post-placement in the destination country. The destination country here primarily is China which until now has become the main destination for Indonesian domestic workers.

As stated in the data of National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers in 2019 that China becomes the highest placement country among the other destination ones with 87.616 Indonesian workers. It is the same as 37.4 percent from the total of Indonesian overseas workers placement that is 234.451 people in 2019. The globalization that flows stronger has opened job opportunities for women, including the women from developing countries in order to migrate to another country. ILO (2004), [24] states that from 86 million migrant workers around the world, there is a great number of women workers that reaches more than the half of all migrant workers around the world. This also happens in Indonesia in the placement of Indonesian overseas workers which is dominated by women, that 62% of Indonesian overseas workers are women in 2019.

In line with the review of this research, the number of Indonesian overseas workers in China in 2018 was 97.635 people; they were 58.297 men and 39.338 women. The majority of migrant workers work in a job sector that is categorized as “3-D” (dirty, dangerous and difficult). As a result, the migrants become very vulnerable to any kind of discrimination, violence, humiliation, and even serious violation to human rights (ILO, 2004), [24]. The condition in 2019 reveals that the majority of Indonesian overseas workers in trouble are dominated by those who work as domestic workers or domestic assistants. As reflected in the phenomenon during January-August 2019 period, Indonesian overseas workers in trouble that were accommodated in the Republic of
Indonesia Embassy Shelter in Peking, China was 93% of Indonesian domestic workers, and the rest 7% was Indonesian male overseas workers. Besides, the Indonesian domestic workers who are in trouble are those who went abroad through informal agencies.

One of the violence forms that has become main attention from all circles until now is violence towards Indonesian overseas workers. This does not fit the mandate of the Constitution number 39, 2004 that guarantee and protect the Indonesian overseas workers. In fact, Indonesian overseas workers, especially domestic workers have not been protected properly either on pre-placement, while-placement or post-placement stage. Many cases that afflict Indonesian overseas workers are like an endless tangled thread, including violent acts, sexual harassment, unpaid salary, working hours and break time violation that are not consistent with the agreement that has been settled together, and other acts that violate human rights [2].

In line with the basic principle that the first and the best protection for Indonesian overseas workers comes from the workers themselves, so that the participation problems in managing Indonesian overseas workers pre-placement, while-placement and post-placement in the destination country becomes very relevant and urgent to be strengthened. Government’ roles, either from government, private sectors, or civil society needs to be improved in order to give protection on the pre-placement, while-placement, and post-placement stages, especially related to the preventive protection given to Indonesian overseas workers during the pre-placement stage. It is caused by the problems of Indonesian overseas workers that appear 70% during this pre-placement stage. Indonesian overseas workers candidates have not been able to protect themselves. It can be seen from the numbers of the candidates who are tempted by the informal agencies and the document forgery. In line with the background of the study, this research discusses the problems that are related to how the Government’ participation in managing Indonesian overseas workers [4]. The research about Government’ participation is important since Indonesian overseas workers management involve multi Government that are related to each other with their roles and functions that have been set.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Good Governance and Participation

The concept of governance can be easily defined as managing by the network, management that is based on the participation and synergy from all the Government. They are the Government that come from government, private sectors, society, and the targeted citizens themselves. And, the best practice of governance is well known as good governance. World Bank (2009) [25] defines governance as the way state power is used in managing economic and social resources for development of society. Similar definition is stated by UNDP (2006) [26] that governance as the exercise of political, economy, and administrative authority to manage a nation’s affair at all levels [8].

More specifically, in the concept of good governance, there are three legs and three domains [1]. The three main legs here are political governance, economic governance and administrative governance. Political governance refers more to the process of policy making. Economic governance refers to the process of decision making in economic field that imply on the problems of equity, poverty reduction and life quality improvement. And, administrative governance refers more to the system of policy implementation.

The three main domains include the components of the state, private sectors, and civil society [3]. These three governmental components need to relate harmonically in order to reach a synergy. A harmonic relationship and synergy among these three governmental components can be built if those three have the same levels and roles and also be able to control each other effectively.

Moreover, World Bank (2009), [25] states that good governance can be defined as a performance of a solid and responsible development management that is in line with the democracy principle and efficient market, avoidance of wrong allocation of investment funds, prevention of politically and administratively corruption, budget discipline implementation, and legal and political framework creation [10].

Participation is an important component in governance, especially for developing independence and empowerment process. [6] confirms that participation is a potential strategy in developing economy, social, and culture transformation. This process eventually will be able to create developmental governance that is centered on the society. [23], further explains that there are seven participation typology characteristics, they are:

a. Passive or manipulative participation; it is a form of the weakest participation. The characteristics are the society accepts the notice on what is going on and what has happened. One side announcement by the implementers does not pay attention on the society’s response as the target.

b. Informative participation; the society answers the questions for the projects, but they do not involve and affect the decision process.

c. Consultative participation; the society participates by consulting, and the outsiders listen and analyze the problems and the solutions.
d. Incentive participation; the society gives sacrifices and services in order to gain incentive rewards in a form of wage, even though they are not involved in the process of learning and experiments.

e. Functional participation; the society forms a group as the part of the project, after main decisions have been agreed.

f. Interactive participation; the society plays a role in the analysis process in planning the activities and forming or strengthening the organization. This pattern tends to involve the interdisciplinary method that seeks variety of perspectives in the structured and systematical learning process.

g. Independent participation (self-mobilization); the society takes their own initiatives freely in order to change the system or values they respect.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The type of research that is used in this research is the type of descriptive research with qualitative approach. The focus of this research is the Government' participation government, private sectors, and society in managing Indonesian overseas workers. Moreover, the location of this research is in Indonesia and China with the research site is National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers, Republic of Indonesia Embassy in China, and Republic of Indonesia Embassy Shelter China. In collecting data, the researchers used observation technique, interviews, and documentation. In the data collection, the researchers used qualitative data analysis that is stated by [5] that starts from data collection, data reduction, data display, and data conclusion drawing/verification.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The management of Indonesian domestic workers basically consists of the process of placement and protection. In Indonesia, the process of the placement and protection is regulated in the Constitution Number 39, 2004 about Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers. However, this paper would review more about the placement of Indonesian domestic workers. It is caused by the placement process is the biggest portion in the activities of managing Indonesian overseas workers [7]. Besides, Government that are involved in the placement process also vary from the government and private sectors. The placement process is also the first gate to enter in the process of Indonesian overseas workers management. It can be concluded that, if we want to solve the Indonesian overseas workers’ problems, the main requirement that needs to be fulfilled is to identify the placement process [9].

Basically, according to the Constitution number 39, 2004, placement process consists of three main stages, they are: 1) Pre-Placement 2) While-Placement, and 3) Post-Placement. These placement stages involve several main factors, they are: China agencies, Representatives of Republic of Indonesian in China, National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers, and agencies in Indonesia. Figure 1 describes clearly about the placement process that should be conducted according to the Constitution number 39, 2004.

![Figure 1. Placement Process of Indonesian Overseas Workers](image-url)
That figure shows that the representatives of the Republic of Indonesia in China play a role to give legality toward China agencies to recruit Indonesian overseas workers through publishing job order for the domestic workers. This activity is conducted by the representatives of Indonesian Ministry of Foreign Affairs in China. Job order will be made as groundwork of China agencies to demand a number of workers that will be placed as domestic workers from Indonesian agencies. Even though the Constitution number 39, 2004 has explained that overseas agencies only propose job order to recruit the domestic workers candidates, however, in fact they do publish not only job order, but also letter of demand that can be used to recruit Indonesian overseas workers who will work in formal sectors. It is often misused by both China and Indonesian agencies. Oftentimes, Indonesian overseas workers are recruited by Indonesian agencies to be placed in formal sectors. However, in fact, after they arrive in the destination country and are accepted by China agencies, they are placed as domestic workers [11]. Generally, Indonesian overseas workers candidates do not have proper education, so that they do not know the placement process or the contract agreement. It is worsened by the government’s role on pre-placement stage.

According to the Constitution number 39, 2004, the government through Indonesian agencies only gives Final Departure Training and collecting the Indonesian overseas workers’ data. The Final Departure Training given should be related to the knowledge of regulation, protection agencies in China, and information about the job of Indonesian overseas workers candidates. However, in the real condition, it shows that most of the candidates do not receive that kind of training. Indonesian agencies only collect their data, especially related to the administrative requirements to move and work in China. Therefore, most of the Indonesian overseas workers do not know about the governmental protection agencies in China, such as Republic of Indonesia Embassy, NGO, and agencies in China that are responsible for their existence. Indonesian agencies then report to the representatives of Republic of Indonesia in China, especially to the representatives of Indonesian Ministry of Manpower [13]. Next, placement process of Indonesian domestic workers in China is submitted to the Indonesian and China agencies in order to reach the employer.

When Indonesian overseas workers arrive in China, Indonesian government’s role becomes weak, especially to control and give protection towards them. Most of the processes, such as Post-Arrival Management and technical agreement of consular assistance are conducted by China government. Indonesian government has only a role through join Commission. Working location of the domestic workers that are mostly inside a house, and they become very dependent on the employer weakens the control that can be done by the government. Indonesian overseas workers are required to be actively reporting themselves through Indonesian Embassy [15]. However, many of them do not know about Indonesian Embassy. It happens because Final Departure Training is only done to process their data and document collection and oftentimes, visa extension arrangement is conducted by the employers. The weak government’s role in giving protection and conducting control towards Indonesian domestic workers becomes the main cause of the amount of violation towards them [17].

Besides, the figure above also shows that government’s control toward the agencies both in Indonesia and China are very weak. Every Indonesian overseas worker candidate that is recruited by Indonesian agencies must be reported to National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers [19]. Therefore, Indonesian agencies are required to be actively reporting every Indonesian overseas workers candidate they recruit. Meanwhile, there is not any significant reward or punishment to Indonesian agencies that report every candidate they recruit. It causes a lot of violation done by Indonesian agencies. They often use brokers to do the recruitment. Their purpose using the brokers is to gain as many workers and as much profit as possible. It increases the number of deviation in the recruitment process, such as the incompatibility working contract with the job [12].

Moreover, for the post-placement or post-Indonesian overseas workers, when they arrive in Indonesia, they become the responsibility of National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers. Its effort is by giving knowledge training to the ex-Indonesian overseas workers in order to increase their independence so they will not go back to the destination country [14]. The knowledge training is directed to form a new or creative business. Forming a new or creative business can done when they are still in another country by giving their salary to their family in Indonesia, so when they finish their contract and go back to Indonesia, their business would have been formed and conducted well.

5. CONCLUSION

Based on the result above, it can be concluded that Indonesia places Indonesian domestic workers as the object in managing Indonesian overseas domestic workers. It happens in all placement process, either in pre-placement, while-placement, or post-placement. In pre-placement stage, it only involves the government and private sectors. The government’s role is played by consulate affairs in giving legality towards China
agencies to draw workers from Indonesia, and also by National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers in giving final placement training and data collecting. Meanwhile, the private sectors’ roles are played by China agencies as the connector of Indonesian domestic workers candidates with the employers; and Indonesian agencies as the recruiters and the distributors of the workers. In this phase, there are several problems, such as:

a. The role of National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers is not run optimally. This agency, according to the constitution number 39, 2004, becomes the last door for the Indonesian domestic workers who will work in China. Therefore, it plays very important role in guaranteeing the sustainability of Indonesian overseas workers in China by providing trainings and data collecting. However, in fact, that function is not run well because the trainings provided tend to be administratively without giving proper knowledge to the candidates about their jobs and other mechanisms about placement and protection. It causes a lot of Indonesian domestic workers that are in trouble do not have access toward the protection efforts. Besides, the low quality of their education causes their weak motivation and creativity in the efforts of gaining information and protection.

b. National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers is more passive in conducting their action. As explained before, reporting activities are conducted individually by Indonesian agencies. It means that National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers is very passive in conducting controls toward all activities of Indonesian agencies.

c. The controlling actions toward Indonesian agencies in the workers recruitment and distribution process are weak. The reporting process has to be done by every Indonesian agency to National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers to be next reported to the Representatives of Republic of Indonesia in China. However, there is not any clear reward for Indonesian agencies that report to National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers or forceful punishment for those that don’t. Because of its passive action and unclear reward and punishment, a lot of Indonesian agencies that are not serious in making the reports. It causes controls toward all actions of Indonesian agencies become very weak [21]. Those weak controlling actions make Indonesian agencies become very free in conducting their actions in order to gain as much profit as possible and to accelerate their jobs. Furthermore, Indonesian agencies also have several brokers that recruit people as many as possible, especially those who have low quality of education.

Eventually, all pre-placement stages are done by Indonesian agencies themselves.

In the while-placement process, it only involves China and Indonesian agencies, and the employers. In this stage, Indonesian domestic workers seem like some items that are traded from one hand to another. It is worsened by the weak controlling actions that are done by the Representatives of Republic of Indonesia government in China. Indonesian government only has a few roles in Join Commission. While in the post-placement process, it is National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers only that plays a role to manage. Indonesian agencies as the distributor of Indonesian domestic workers should take a part in guaranteeing the sustainability of the workers and give evaluation to the agencies in China [22].

Based on the description above, it can be concluded that in fact the concept of good governance in managing Indonesian overseas workers is not conducted properly. There is not any harmonic interaction, especially between the government and the private sectors. It is caused by the passive actions of the government that only focuses on the administrative matters. It is also caused by the private sectors that want to gain as much profit as possible [16]. It seems like all placement processes are done by the agencies only without any government involved. The majority of the society assumes that the government only plays a role in collecting their data. Therefore, the government’s role has not been perceived by Indonesian domestic workers.

Furthermore, it is also worsened by the poor coordination among the governmental agencies. It is caused by the interaction that tends to be reporting only. There is not any collaboration effort that is formed in real actions in managing Indonesian domestic workers. In fact, each agency conducts the effort to improve its own domestic workers’ welfare so that it is sometimes overlapped. It causes to weaken the communication among the agencies that it eventually can trigger some misunderstandings that later can cause several conflicts [18]. As an example in the while-placement process, National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesian Overseas Workers plays a role in providing training and collecting their data, while the Representatives of Republic of Indonesia in the destination country plays a role to conduct protection. Meanwhile, Indonesian domestic workers are very vulnerable to various problems. If there is not any good communication among the governmental agencies, this condition would be a boomerang that can trigger conflicts among those agencies.

Moreover, domestic workers themselves are not involved in the actions of managing Indonesian overseas workers. Whereas, in the concept of good governance, there are three main components in the
management, they are the Government, Private Sectors, and the Society Indonesian overseas workers [20]. Those three governmental components need to have a harmonic relationship in order to reach synergy. A harmonic relationship and synergy among those three governmental components will be achieved if those three have the same levels and roles and be able to conduct effective controlling actions toward each other. In this case of Indonesian domestic workers in China, the society is only the object. Besides, there is not any harmonic relationship between the government and the private sectors in managing Indonesian overseas workers [23]. Each actor runs their own actions in order to reach their own organization’s goals.

The study showed that there are at least some Government involved in managing Indonesian domestic workers such as National Agency of Placement and Protection of Indonesia Workers, Private Agencies in sending and receiving countries, Ministry of Labor, and Ministry of Foreign Affairs. There are three processes of workers’ placement namely pre-placement, while-placement, and post-placement. The private agencies participated practically in almost all of the processes including recruitment, providing education and training, and workers placement. While, another stakeholder participates in providing administrative process such as providing agreement, documents needed, legalizing private agencies, and data collection of the labors. However, administrative process was not run properly. It was because the workers and the private agencies have to report their activities. This condition gave impact to the lack of control to the activities. This was also exacerbated by the lack of participation from the workers. They don’t have any information about the job and power to get protection. It was because of the existence of the law and lack of education. Therefore, knowledge about job, law, and involved Government was needed to increase participation and protection of the workers.
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